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the president’s take

Will Crowther, President

our schedule. And
It takes a lot of people to plan and
There is a cadre of people and
of course there’s
manage all of the activities of our
sometimes-helpers who help crealways Zeitung, alIntermountain Region Porsche Club.
ate every one of our events, from the
Take the Autocross series of six or so
three-day Club Race and Driver Educa- though its periodic
publication schedevents each summer, for example.
tion events at Miller Motorsports Park,
ule limits its ability
Three individuals—the Autocross
to the single day Tours and longer
to provide the latest
Co-Chairs—are directly responsible
multi-day Tours, to our Club Socials.
information.
for arranging the venues (those rented Sometimes all of our planning is for
Please let us know about any
parking lots) and managing the orange naught: There just isn’t enough interest
problems you see in our planning. We
cones, the “E-Z Up” sunshade, the
in a particular event, despite all of our
juggle a lot of dates in arranging that
scoring table and our electronic timing work to put it on. This can be a quesschedule, including dates for events
equipment. These folks arrive as early tion of timing (after all, people have
as 6:30 AM each event day to set up
lives outside the Club), and sometimes that surrounding Porsche Club Regions
the course and the timer’s post. Each
it seems we’ve designed an event that put on (our Club Racers, in particular,
go to a lot of these), holidays and dates
course is unique and designed on the
nobody wants to go to. But we move
for venue availability. If you
spot. These three dedicated
have ideas to improve events,
people stay with the event all
or for new events, please let
day long, serving as driving inus know what you’re thinkstructors for autocross initiates
If you have ideas to improve
ing. The club belongs to the
and keeping the event moving
of the memalong. And there are more
events, or for new events, please let members—all
bers. We’d love to hear from
people involved. The person
us know what you’re thinking. The
you; just pick a name from the
who controls the event, sitting
opposite page, or the Contacts
in the timer’s chair recordclub belongs to the members—all
page on the Web site, and
ing times for each driver
send us your questions or
and penalties for cones not
of the members.
recommendations.
missed and calling out course
My twenty-four months as
conditions over the walkiePresident of the Intermountalkies is a fourth regular at
tain Region Porsche Club of
the autocrosses. A fifth person
America is growing short. I want to do
arranges the events’ insurance from
on and plan the next event, knowing
PCA National and helps manage the
that the membership at large will vote the best job for you in my remaining
events on site. Other volunteers help
for the events they prefer through their months as I can. Your feedback will
help me in that regard. There are still
handle the Tech Inspection required
participation.
many events left in the year, including
before cars can be allowed on the
Occasionally, the lives of the planSocials and Tours and Autocrosses
course. Still other people are someners, or other events beyond our
and maybe some others. Come out
times involved in securing the venues
control, get in the way of our initial
and help us have a good time with our
in advance for us.
schedule of events for the year. We’ve
Porsches, and with our friends both
Not all of these people will be found had to cancel or postpone a few
old and new. And always remember,
on our Club’s Web site list of contacts
events in 2013 that were fully planned
“It’s not just the cars, it’s the people.”
nor on the opposite page. Regular
and ready to go. Look for information
members volunteer to help with
on rescheduled
specific tasks all of the time, without
events on our
being part of IRPCA’s official Board or
Web site, www.
Event Chairs. If you’ve participated in
irpca.org. There
one of our Autocrosses, you’ve also
will be updated
TM
helped by acting as a course worker
Porschegrams
when your run group was not actusent to your mailally on the course. And when it’s
box and e-mail
IVY DESIGN GROUP LLC
over, those three dedicated Autocross
blasts coming to
Co-Chairs stay afterwards to take
your computer
everything down again and return it to as well to tell you
storage.
about revisions to
jeremy@ivydesign.com

ivyDesign

software development consulting

Jeremy Rosenberger

801.993.0964
w w w. i v y d e s i g n . c o m
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upcoming events

august
11

Big Cottonwood Canyon Tour
see page 8

18

Autocross #5
at Northwest Research n 5420 W 2100 S, SLC
see page 11

Sun

Sun

september
15
Sun

Autocross #6
at Maverik Center
3200 S Decker Lake Drive, West Valley City

20 u 22
Fri

Sun

28 u 29
Sat

Sun

Club Race and Driver Education
at Miller Motorsports Park Full Track
Jackson Hole Tour (rescheduled)
see page 16

october
6

Sun

12
Sat

Chris Baum and Jed Fox
1995 911, blue
Edward Bedell
2004 911 Turbo, gray
John Boles
2002 Boxster, white
Brian and Kari Echols
2001 911, silver
Barris and Sondrea Evulich
1999 Boxster
Raleigh Fehr and Kari Taylor
1984 911

PCA Escape to Los Angeles
escape2013.pca.org

Winter Social
at Willow Creek Country Club

www.irpca.org n

Joseph Metcalf
2005 911, black
Matthew and Sheryl Prucka
2013 911, red

Salt Lake City
Pleasant Grove
Park City
from Sequoia
Sandy

ZEITUNG

Ogden

Ogden
Park City

Michael and Lisa Rasmussen
2000 996, black

Salt Lake City

Kevin and Carol Root
2005 997, silver; 2013 Carrera

Salt Lake City
from Golden Gate

Eric Schmid
1997 993, black

Park City

David Turja
2000 911, silver

Kaysville

John and Barbara Watson
1979 911 SC, white

n

Salt Lake City
from Rocky Mountain

Candice Kutrosky and Randy Dzialo
Manila
2006 Cayenne, blue; 2008 Cayenne from Sierra Nevada

n for the complete event calendar, visit

4

Lehi

Fourth Annual Amazing Rally and Fall Social
(rescheduled)

december
Sat

n new members

Linda and Rob Garner
2008 911 Turbo, gold

Sun

14

287 primary members; 484 total

Autocross #7
at Northwest Research
5420 W 2100 S, SLC

24 u 27
Thu

member spotlight

Sandy
from Great Plains

runoff area

Jeremy Rosenberger, Editor

Porsche Parade photo

You may have noticed something a
trimming). So why not use as much of just rebooted the
magazine last sumlittle bit different about this month’s is- that sheet as we can?
mer. The contest
sue of Zeitung: Yes, that’s it—it seems
And so here we are with a bigger,
awards one point
to have grown somewhat in size!
slightly improved Zeitung. You’ll see
per issue per judge
As I mentioned a few months
that the layout has been tweaked
(of whom there are
back, our sister (or is it “mother”?)
as well—most notably replacing the
three), meaning
publication, Porsche Panorama, is
two-column layout with three, which
that we left 30 points on the table due
abandoning its signature format that
is more appropriate for our newly
to publication frequency. This year,
it had used for decades. And Zeiwidened page. Now all the magazine
we’re not doing much better, achievtung’s format intentionally mimicked
needs are your continued submising a more-or-less quarterly publicaPano’s—partially in tribute, partially
sions, so thanks for keeping them
tion schedule—but I’m encouraged by
for economic reasons. The economcoming!
the contest results: They indicate that
ics are that it costs somewhat less to
In other news, the results are in
Zeitung is highly regarded as a quality
produce a magazine from an 11” x 17” from this year’s PCA national newspublication that just needs to be pub“parent” sheet (which, when folded
letter competition, announced last
lished more often! You can be assured
and trimmed, results in a booklet size month at Porsche Parade in Traverse
of something less than 8.5” x 11”) than City, MI. And I’m pleased to report that that I’m working on that...
Finally, I’m also happy to pass along
to produce a “full” 8.5” x 11” booklet
Zeitung earned sixth place in its class.
(which requires a 12” x 18” parent
While that may not sound too impres- other news from Parade: This year,
sheet). And since we weren’t married sive, consider that 30 points separated the “grand prize” all-expenses-paid
trip to Germany, awarded by Porsche
to any particular finished booklet size, us from the class winner, Grand Prix
itself, went to Intermountain Region’s
it made sense to ape the (approxiRegion’s The Circuit, edited by multimately) 7” x 9.5” footprint employed
Heinmiller-winning Skip Carter. Then own Darwin and Jayla Binek. Incidentally, last year the prize went to
by Panorama.
consider that while The Circuit pubOf course, now that our sister publishes 12 issues per year, we produced my friend—and, at the time, fellow
lication has abandoned that format in two issues of Zeitung last year, having Rocky Mountain Region member—
Doug Bartlett (who,
favor of the industryby the way, also won
standard 8.5” x 11”,
a set of Michelin tires
there’s no reason—
that year—the lucky
except for nostalgia,
bum!). What’s the
perhaps—to remain
common thread here?
with the legacy
Could it be mere
format. However, Zeicoincidence that, for
tung is still bound by
two years in a row,
economics to use an
the grand prize win11” x 17” parent sheet.
ners happened to be
As it turns out, though,
members of the same
our printing costs are
Region as I? I think
the same whether
not!
we produce a 7” x
Congratulations,
9.5” booklet or an 8”
Darwin and Jayla—
x 10” (the maximum
and you’re welcome.
size we can get from
our parent sheet after Darwin and Jayla Binek, this year’s Parade winners of the coveted Germany trip. Enjoy your trip!

contribute
Ever wanted to see your name in print?
Zeitung needs your articles and photos!
Become a part of the team by contributing your stories, photos and ideas, and
make Zeitung your magazine!
Subject matter for contributions can
be just about anything—a technical howto, a story about last summer’s road trip,

an interview, a breathless ode to your
new (or old) Porsche, or anything else at
least tangentially Porsche-related.
Not a writer? Not to worry! If you have
an idea for an article, we can help put it
into words, assist with development, provide photographic support if appropriate,
and make it all look great in print.

Content and inquiries may be submitted to the Zeitung editor at zeitung@
irpca.org. The deadline for submissions
is the 10th of the month prior to issue
date.
Thanks for helping to make Zeitung
one of the best newsletters in PCA!
August 2013
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recent tours wrap-up

Alpine Loop &
Sundance Brunch Tour
Will Crowther

Brian Pusey

The Alpine Loop is pure “Porsche
road.” Everyone loves driving it. The
day was perfect; there were just a few
high puffy clouds in our deep blue
inland sky—initially. We met at South
Towne Center and had a chance to
look over each other’s cars while we

signed waivers and had our drivers’
meeting. Twelve cars in all, and all but
one a Porsche: Caymans, a Cayenne,
and 911’s including three Turbos. And
then we were off—southbound on I-15
to the American Fork Canyon exit.
I was glad there were only a few
brave bicyclists pedaling up that
narrow winding asphalt through the
alpine forest. I wish I still had that kind
of stamina! OK, perhaps I just wish I

A mountaintop photo op on the Alpine Loop tour.

ever had that kind of stamina.
On the Loop, I always imagine
driving a road in Germany. Coming
down on the east side, we detoured
to an overlook near Cascade Springs
for a car photo op, then back up to the
fortuitous “wrong” turn and on down
the canyon to Sundance.
I hear great things about Cascade
Springs. Perhaps next year we should
include that in a day tour. Maybe even
try something like a picnic.
The brunch at Sundance
is wonderful, if pricey. The
rain had just begun to lightly
dapple the windshields as
we left for home, down into
Provo Canyon proper and
then returning home, each
car by its own chosen route.
It’s so simple, yet elegant,
and always a favorite.
We have more Tours coming up soon, so look for itineraries and dates elsewhere
in this Zeitung.

Kapp’s

EUR O PEAN
S E RV I C E

C E N T E R

Providing Quality Service of
Porsche
Audi
BMW
Mercedes-Benz
Volkswagen
Volvo

6

n

257 West 990 North, Orem, Utah 84057
(801)221-2741 www.kappseuropean.com
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Bob Lapine

Jeremy Rosenberger

Bob Lapine

1

4

5

Jeremy Rosenberger

Bob Lapine

3

Bob Lapine

2

1: Just a little drivers’
meeting before the “Fini
Drive” tour. 2: Beau Rogers
discusses the capabilities
of various F-16 armaments.
3: Sugar House Park is a
picturesque starting location
for a tour. 4: How did they
fit the entire family in a 911?
5: Sandra Rogers apparently missed her true calling
as a headdress model. 6:
Tourmaster Brian Pusey talks
with some drivers during
tour registration.

6

Tim Martin

801.733.4439 x22
martint@extendata.com

Improve Your Business With
The Leader In Enterprise
Mobility Solutions
www.extendata.com
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autocross #4 wrap-up

photos by Rich Sanders

2

1

3

4

1: Ashley Williams enjoys her first autocross in a long time. 2: One day, Brandon Bowen might stay home and give someone else a shot
at the top time of the day! 3: James Morris puts his ‘72 914 through its paces. 4: Matt Prucka’s beautiful 991 S was competently driven.
5: Bob Jones came out of “autocross retirement” along with his 993 C4S, and brought his daughter Adrienne along. 6: Jake Greenland
tears up the pavement in his ‘86 911. 7: The editor’s patented “ConeFlip” maneuver. 8: Diane Johnstone prepares for her next run.

Sunday,

the

August 11 brings you...

Big Cottonwood Canyon Tour
meet at 9 AM at Carl’s Cafe

2336 Fort Union Blvd (Hillside Plaza) • Cottonwood Heights
bring your camera for a photo op! • lunch in Midway at the Cafe Galleria

for more info, contact the Tour Chairs:
Zana Anderson and Brian Pusey • tours@irpca.org
8

n
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Your Car is Invited
(you can go too)

CONCOURSE
V W

®

a u t o

+ P O R S C H E

®

w e r k s
+ A U D I

®

R E P A I R

801-313-9100
4337 S 300 W • Murray
August 2013 9
www.concourseautowerks.com
n

autocross #4 results
Pos Cls PIC
1 A 1
2 X 1
3 G 1
4 B 1
5 G 2
6 G 3
7 A 2
8 E 1
9 G 4
10 B 2
11 X 2
12 E 2
13 WA 1
14 G 5
15 WA 2
16 F 1
17 WC 1
18 WC 2
19 WC 3

Num
201
21
89
79
280
62
6
27
987
21
86
22
201
62
61
952
997
24
40

Driver
Brandon Bowen
Rod Derrick
Rob Cottle
Gail Chase
Cory Woolson
Matt Prucka
Bob Jones
Richard Aupperle
Jeremy Rosenberger
Jake Greenland
Rich Sanders
David Rohrer
Kourtney Miles
John Myers
Adrienne Jones
James Morris
Diane Johnstone
Ashley Williams
Laurie Stoneburner

Car
2000 Porsche 996 C2
2008 Honda S2000 CR
1989 Porsche 964 C4
1987 Porsche 911 Targa
2004 Porsche 996 C4 Cab
2013 Porsche 991 C4S
1996 Porsche 993 C4S
1987 Porsche 911 Targa
2005 Porsche Boxster
1986 Porsche 911
2008 Saab 9-3 Turbo X
1988 911
2000 Porsche 996 C2
2013 Porsche 991 C4S
1996 Porsche 993 C4S
1972 Porsche 914
2005 Porsche 997
1982 Porsche 911 Targa
Porsche 996

Run 1
39.653
49.673
40.585
42.218
41.771
46.149
43.536
43.183
50.452+2
52.393
43.357
DNF
47.205
51.029
49.521
47.466
DNF
49.043
83.681

Run 2
37.283
40.174+1
38.860
DNF
40.390
42.020
41.602
42.189
48.668
43.337
42.629
48.820
45.131
48.023
46.345
46.225
51.809
DNF
73.472

1

Run 3
36.764+1
38.887
38.388
40.470
40.320
41.128
41.062
42.288
43.536
42.805
42.885
46.135
44.144
DNF
44.319+1
45.782
46.920
45.980
70.574

Run 4
36.992
DNF
39.298+3
40.271
39.882
40.571
41.442
41.805
41.521+2
41.452
43.090
44.624+1
43.881+1
45.427
45.657+1
44.417
44.458+1
45.292
63.266

Run 5
36.667
38.232
38.809
39.356
40.609
39.327+1
41.414+1
41.631+1
40.969
51.826+1
42.779
43.675
43.617
42.718
44.692
44.630
44.084
DNF
62.350

Run 6
36.755
37.402
38.678+1
39.199
39.683+5
40.189
40.957
40.975
42.279
41.071+2
41.753
43.076
43.904
43.642
43.411
44.440
43.411+3
45.876
60.062+1

Run 7
36.148
36.537
38.071
DNF
40.364
41.332
41.673
40.882
43.329+1
40.707+3
41.414
42.504
43.188
44.800+1
42.076+1
44.548
45.669
DNS
DNS

Run 8
36.920+2
36.560+2
38.361+1
39.354
39.501
40.059
40.599
41.066
42.217
41.127
41.571+1
43.270
42.662
44.902+3
41.444+1
43.866
46.641+1
DNS
DNS

2

3

4

5
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1: If you’ve never tried autocross, you are missing out on a lot of fun—as this smile
shows! 2: Gail Chase drove his ‘87 Targa to a smokin’ fast time. 3: Rob Cottle and
his ‘89 964 C4 are proving to be the team to beat in G class. 4: No cones were
harmed in the making of... oh, never mind. 5: When not showing the Porsche drivers how it’s done in his Honda S2000 CR, Rod Derrick performed starter duty.

Autocross
Series
the competition heats up!

IRPCA

#5 Sun Aug 18

Northwest Research

5420 W 2100 S, Salt Lake City
note the new date and location!

Unfortunately, our originally planned venue flaked out on us,
so be sure to show up in the right place on the right day!

All autocrosses are $20 for IRPCA members; $25 for others.

First-time drivers in a Porsche are free!

Course setup at 7:30 (volunteers needed!)
Registration open 8-9am, mandatory drivers’ meeting 9:15am
Snell M or SA 2005+ helmet required — loaners are available
Contact any of the Autocross Chairs for more information:
Richard Aupperle 801.647.1315 • Roger Bird 801.550.4608
Rich Sanders • Autocross Chairs e-mail: ax@irpca.org

BMW

Mercedes-Benz

PORSCHE

801-771-7062

We have 25 years of experience working with European
cars. Our specialized experience combined with a passion for
European vehicles assures that your car will receive exceptional
service while in our care. We are fully equipped to handle any
maintenance or repair and have better access for ordering
specialized parts for your European car.
One of our specialties is race car maintenance and vehicle
enhancement. Several professional drivers trust us with their
cars and therefore their safety. You can be assured that the
same level of performance our racers expect from us will be
dedicated to your vehicle. Providing quality care and
establishing a relationship with our customers is a priority
at RSR Motorsports.

3251 N 750 E #4 www.rsrmotorsports.biz
Layton, Utah
August 2013
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Dave Liddle

Pike’s
Peak
Porsche Potpourri
The Pike’s Peak International Hillclimb comes to Zone 9’s
back yard every year. The 2013 event saw a record eight
Porsches entered!

12

n
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by

T

Dave Liddle

he Pike’s Peak International
Hillclimb is my favorite race of
the year. The Hillclimb is the
second-longest continuing motorsport event in the United States, behind the Indy 500. This year marks
the 91st year of the race, which
was first run in 1916. The course is
a public road—formerly dirt, then
partially paved and, as of 2012, all
12.4 miles are paved. The elevation
at the start line is 9,390 feet, and the
road rises to 14,110 feet at the finish
line, with 156 corners in between.
The road is dangerous, and the
weather changes constantly: Snow
and/or rain are almost always a factor. The race runs rain or shine, with
only a lack of visibility due to cloud
cover or emergency events shutting
down the track.
As a Hillclimb, there are no small,
off-course incidents. Unlike most
road courses, there are no runoff
areas. One mistake means you will
hit the side of the mountain or a
huge boulder, or possibly find yourself in the trees—and hopefully not
flying off the course at one of the

several drop-offs, some of which have
a rather extreme 2,000-foot plunge.
Just a few of the legendary names
who have raced on Pike’s Peak
include the Unsers, Mario Andretti,
Parnelli Jones, Rod Millen and
LeMans-winning Porsche factory
driver Romain Dumas. This year, the
Pike’s Peak International Hillclimb
really lives up to its name, with drivers
from over a dozen countries, including
Hungary, Switzerland, France, Italy,
England, Japan and Latvia.
As a Porsche owner and PCA member, I was especially excited to see
the largest-ever number of Porsches
entered. Many Porsches have competed in the Hillclimb in the past,
perhaps most notably Bob Donner’s
550 Spyder.
This year, eight Porsches were
entered, in several different classes.
Jeff Zwart, 14-time entrant, drove his
specially-modified twin-turbo 2007
Cup car. David Donner (whose father
and brothers have all raced on Pike’s
Peak), along with Robert Prilika, entered GT3 Cup cars. Colorado Springs
resident Fred Veitch brought his 2001
996 Turbo. Chris Lennon, whose résumé includes a PCA Parade autocross
class win, drove his RSR clone (with
an engine I built), while Jonathon
Baird ran a 914-6 and Dan Rose raced
a 1967 911. Jeff MacPherson drove his

914-based, V-8-powered and heavilymodified car in the Open class.
Fastest of all the Porsches this
year was David Donner with a time
of 9:53, followed by Jeff Zwart with
a 10:13 Shattering the overall record
this year was Sébastien Loeb, driving
a Peugeot 208 T16 Pike’s Peak. This
incredible car was purpose-built for
the Hillclimb and boasts all-wheel
drive, 875 HP and virtually every aerodynamic aid known to man. The air
is thin above 10,000 feet, and downforce is critical. Loeb’s time of 8:13.878
means that his average speed was an
amazing 87 MPH!
Pike’s Peak holds a special place
in my heart. When I was growing up,
my late father Dr. E. B. Liddle was the
Medical Director for the Hillclimb. We
would make the early morning drive
up to Glen Cove and eat doughnuts
and sip coffee from a thermos as we
waited for the cars to arrive. As the
morning air warmed up, I would hike
through the trees, searching for the
perfect vantage point. When the cars
parked at the Cove after their practice
and qualifying runs, I would seek out
the drivers and collect autographs.
Some of my most cherished childhood memories were formed on
Pike’s Peak.
Yes, I’ll be going back next year!

PPIHC COVERAGE CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE u

2013 PPIHC a Record Year for Porsche
This year saw a record number of Porsche entries on the
Peak, and the most podium finishes by any auto manufacturer.
David Donner and Jeff Zwart pulled a second and third
in Time Attack; Rocky Mountain Region member Robert
Prilika was third in Open, and Alpine Mountain Region
member Chris Lennon was second in Vintage.
Alpine Mountain Region founder Fred Veitch had a rain(and hail- and sleet-) covered run for the second year in
a row, but made it safely to the top—averaging over 50
MPH in really dangerous conditions.
August 2013
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Dave Liddle

race are the result of multi-milliondollar efforts from large automotive
manufacturers, like Peugeot, Hyundai,
Mitsubishi, Honda and others.
The race itself is as intense as it
gets, with over 12 miles of 156 turns,
representing every type of corner
imaginable—with trees, thousandfoot drops and ever-changing weather
to deal with.
The dedication needed to do this is
also not small. In addition to months
of car and driver preparation, there
is at least a week of 2 AM mornings
and the pressure of knowing you have
one and only one run to show what
you can do. This is not a race you can
1 do without a crew, either—so multiply that by at least 4-6 people (or, in
Loeb’s case, 80!).
One of the real highlights of the
Just being part of the Porsche world or any of us. But it can happen in the
week is getting to meet up with all the
world of racing.
is great. Discovering what they were
fans at Fan Fest—which is a big party
We are so lucky to have this, North
like to drive at their limits took it to
in downtown Colorado Springs, with
another level. Moving from autocross- America’s second-oldest motor race,
the cars, drivers and 30,000+ people.
practically in our backyard. Many
ing to Driver Education events and
In the aftermath, there’s also all
track days upped the ante some more. people don’t realize just how big a
the exposure in the press and on the
race this is around the world.
Then, racing them seemed like the
Internet. A feature on my car even
The sheer fact that Peugeot took
ultimate.
their budget for LeMans this year, and appeared on Road & Track’s Web site
I suppose I was right and wrong
this year. This is after getting picked
plowed it into the PPIHC, provides
about that. Racing them alongside
up by “Top Gear” last year. This
the best drivers in the world, in one of a glimpse of its importance. Seeing
doesn’t happen when I club race!
the most famous races in the world, is drivers like Sébastien Loeb, Romain
This was by no means a single-perDumas, Simon Pagenaud, Jeff Zwart,
really the ultimate, for me.
son effort. A huge thank you to all the
In what other arena can an amaDavid Donner, Nobuhiro “Monster”
Tajima, Rod and Rhys Millen, Paul Dal- sponsors, crew, chief mechanic and
teur compete head to head (for real)
lenbach, Andrew Comrie-Picard, and “Porsche Whisperer” Loren Southard,
against the best in the sport?
a host of other famous champion-level and most of all my wife Kathleen,
Driving in the Pike’s Peak Internadrivers from every corner of the globe who made this fantasy a reality.
tional Hill Climb is like playing in a
Can’t wait for next year! Plan on
PGA tournament against Tiger Woods, descend on the area for this race reincoming out and enjoying this very
et al, or playing in an NHL hockey
forces its importance.
unique event, if you can.
Many of the cars competing in the
game. Never going to happen for me,

Cecil Morris

Dave Liddle

Living the Dream Chris Lennon

2
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Cecil Morris

Cecil Morris

5
Cecil Morris

Dave Liddle

4

6

7

1: The author (right) with Rhys Millen.
2: Jonathon Baird’s 914-6 unfortunately ended the race early. 3: Robert
Prilika’s 911 GT3 Cup car. 4: Jeff
Zwart’s turbocharged Cup car ready
for a practice run. 5: David Donner’s
Cup car being prepared for practice,
which began at zero-dark thirty!
6: Jeff MacPherson’s 914-based,
V-8-powered beast. 7: Dan Rose’s
1967 911 attacking the mountain.

makes & models
SERVICE · MOTORSPORTS · SALES

801.546.CARS (2277) • 1524 W Gordon Ave • Layton, UT 84041
makesandmodels@hotmail.com • www.facebook.com/makesandmodels
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shop talk

The Bad, the Ugly and the
Good, part 1
If you own a Boxster, a Cayman or
a water-cooled Carrera up through
model year 2008 (inclusive), this
should interest you.
I’ll try to dispel the myths
from the facts and tell it to
you straight, as we believe
it to be true. First read
through the bad and the
ugly; you need to understand it—but I promise
there’s a good as well, at
the end.

The Bad

Pedro Bonilla, Gold Coast Region
miles, while at the same time there
are some vehicles with 250,000-plus
miles still on the original bearing.
• Porsche made the first revision of
the IMS bearing in model year 2000,
going from a double-row bearing in

• All M96 and M97 engines
have an intermediate
shaft (IMS), supported by
bearings on both ends.
A small (but important)
percentage of these cars
are known to have issues An original single-row IMS bearing (intact).
with the intermediate
the earlier models to a single-row
shaft bearing nearest the flywheel.
bearing.
This end of the IMS, in contrast to
• The second revision of the IMS
the other end, does not receive
bearing came in model year 2006,
pressure-fed oil for lubrication,
going to a much larger single-row
hence the failures.
bearing.
• The list of the M96/M97-shod cars
• The single-row shod cars (‘01 - ‘05)
includes all Boxsters (‘97 - ‘08), all
have the highest failure rates.
Caymans (‘06 - ‘08) and all Carreras
(‘99 - ‘08)—except the Turbo, the
GT2 and the GT3, which share the
old air-cooled engine design based
Save the Date!
on the 964 engine case.
• These IMS bearings have been
known to fail with as little as 5,000

• All of the three IMS bearings
Porsche installed in the M96 and
M97 engines have been known to
fail.
• The double-row and single-row
(up to ‘06) can be extracted and
replaced without having
to remove the engine from
the car, just the transmission.
• The larger single-row (‘06
- ‘08) cannot be extracted
from the engine without
removing the engine and
opening the engine case.
• Porsche has never acknowledged that there
was an issue with the IMS
bearing and its design—
but for model year 2009,
the factory introduced a
brand new engine, the
MA1, which does not
have an intermediate
shaft at all.
• Cars that are driven regularly and driven hard have fewer
IMS bearing failures that those that
are babied and sit in a garage, or
that are not tracked or driven spiritedly.
• If the IMS bearing fails, the most
likely result is catastrophic engine
failure.

28-29 September (Sat-Sun)

for the rescheduled

Jackson Hole,
Wyoming Tour
watch for details via e-mail
and at www.irpca.org
or contact the Tour Chairs:

Zana Anderson and Brian Pusey
tours@irpca.org
A failed double-row bearing.
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Wasatch
Body
Shop
46 years of quality and integrity speaks for itself
four reasons why we should be
your first choice

1.

2.
3.

We’re one of the few shops in Utah
with a bake-on paint system. It’s as
close to a factory finish as you can get.

We’ll return any Porsche body to exact
factory standards with the Celette bench
system. No matter how bent out of shape it
is. Any model. Any year.

Nothing protects your Porsche from the
elements like Liquid Glass. From acid rain to
hard water spotting. A small price to pay for
the protection you get.

4.

No car leaves Wasatch without my OK.
Every car is treated as if it were my own.
Ask the customers who made us their first
choice!

373 W American Ave • Salt Lake City, UT 84101
801.322.1728 • www.wasatchautobody.com
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Such a small part can cause great consternation...

• The IMS bearing in all of these cars
needs to be treated as a wear item,
replaced roughly every 50,000 miles.
• Every time you replace the clutch
(or drop the transmission), it is recommended that you check/replace
the IMS bearing.

The Ugly

What’s the percentage of failure?
On the model years 2000
through 2005 (which use
the smaller, single-row IMS
bearing and have the worst
track record), the failure
rate is accepted at nearly
10% of all cars by the time
they reach 100,000 miles.
Why do these bearings
fail?
The simple answer is
lack of proper lubrication.
Porsche installed these
IMS bearings completely
sealed with lifetime grease.
With time, heat and a little
splash of rancid oil found
inside the IMS, the grease
dissolves and the bearing
dries out. Very soon thereafter, it starts to overheat and
wear the race and/or the
balls, eventually leading to
catastrophic failure.
The opposite side of the
IMS is also supported by a
bearing, which is constantly
lubricated with a stream
of oil from one of the oil
18
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This is bad.

pumps. This bearing has never been
known to fail.
What can be done?
There are several manufacturers
that offer replacement aftermarket
IMS bearings (including ceramic ball
bearings).
I want to let it be known that replacing the IMS bearing does not cure the
problem—it just treats the symptom,

like a (temporary) pain killer. These
aftermarket bearings (including the
stronger and more efficient ceramicball types) are also recommended to
be replaced every 50,000 miles, and
also have been known to fail as well.

The Good

To get to the good part—and it’s
really good—please check out the
next issue, where we will
explain about the final (and
affordable) IMS bearing
solution.
To learn more about the
intermediate shaft and
other technical items of interest, please visit my Web
site at www.PedrosGarage.
com.
Happy Porscheing,
Pedro
Pedro Bonilla is a member
of the Gold Coast Region
PCA and Principal of Pedro’s Garage, a South Florida-based firm dedicated
to the Porsche marque. His
series of technical articles
are originally published
in GCR’s newsletter, Die
Porsche Kassette, and are
reprinted with the permission of the author.

how we roll
Our club is blessed by some of the
best facilities and terrain for the car
enthusiast. The Intermountain Region
Porsche Club of America organizes a
variety of activities to help you enjoy
your car.
Several Driving Tours are organized each year. These give you a
chance to meet with other owners
and take a nice drive on our scenic
roads. Some are day trips with a stop
for lunch, while others are multi-day
trips with overnight stops. Stops are
made for cultural events and to photograph our cars at scenic points. We
seldom have “single point” restaurants
or hotels you must stay in, although a
“Tour Central” hotel and/or restaurant
will be designated to provide a gathering place. There is no charge for tours,
and you are welcome to join or leave
a Tour in progress whenever you wish.
These trips are a great excuse to get
out and drive those scenic roads that
we never seem to find time to enjoy.
If you want to explore the potential
of your car, a driving tour isn’t the best
place to do it. Fortunately, the Porsche
Club offers a couple ways to do that
safely. The Region holds Autocross
events during the warmer months.

These are held in large parking lots
(such as fairgrounds or the Maverik
Center). They involve navigating a
course laid out in the parking lot with
traffic cones. Cars are run one at a
time, or spaced well apart for safety.
The events are timed, with each
driver getting 5-6 runs. Speeds are
generally low, with emphasis on getting through the tight course quickly.
The design of the course is always
done with safety in mind—generally,
the biggest danger to you is hitting
one of the cones, leaving your car
unharmed, but your ego bruised.
Helmets with Snell SA or M ratings
of 2005 or newer are required, but
loaners are available at the event.
Participation in the autocross is open
to anybody with a driver’s license.
Miller Motorsports Park also provides an excellent opportunity to learn
the potential of your car. The Porsche
Club has several Driver Education
events there each year. Events are
run on the same track in Tooele that
professional race series(American LeMans, Grand Am Racing, etc.) use. We
use either half the track (providing a
course about 2.5 miles long with 1011 turns), or the full 4.5-mile course.

The Driver Education events are a fun
and legal way to explore the highspeed dynamics that make Porsches
legendary. Although several cars
will be on the track, the event is very
safe, with passing only in designated
areas (never in corners) and only with
agreement between both drivers.
Each driver will be given about two
hours of track time each day. As with
autocross, helmets are required, as
are long pants, long-sleeved shirts
and closed shoes. Loaner helmets are
generally not available, so you will
want to buy one or arrange to borrow
one for the day.
If you don’t feel like driving, the club
still has a lot to offer. The Region has
a great Social calendar, with events
planned almost every month. The social schedule generally starts in January, and typical events include “date
nights” to restaurants, plays and other
activities. The social events continue
through the year, with summer, fall
and Christmas activities planned.
Plenty of opportunities exist to get
involved, not only as a participant but
as a volunteer. If you’d like to help out
with event planning, contact any of
the Regional leaders on page 2.

display advertising
advertising rates per issue
Size (width x height)

ZEITUNG
The print version of Zeitung is published six times per
year and is distributed to nearly 500 IRPCA members and
readers in some 300 households along the Wasatch Front
and throughout Utah. Advertising in Zeitung offers an unbeatable opportunity to reach a highly targeted audience
that includes hundreds of the area’s most affluent and
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zeitung@irpca.org or 801.993.0964.
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in the zone

Liz Shaw, Zone 9 Representative

racing skills. I
more of the IMR members.
Ah, where do I begin?! The month
Just a few days after returning from finished in second
of June was jam-packed with Porsche
activity and it was a great way to start SLC, I hit the road to Traverse City, MI, place in my class
and was mostly
for Parade 2013. The drive was nice,
the summer! After just a couple of
pleased. It’s the
and I only encountered some rain,
weeks of rest from co-chairing Fiesta
about 50 miles southwest of Chicago. usual thing—you
New Mexico 2013, I headed to ColoI had a Zone Rep meeting on Saturday wish you could
rado for the “Hell on Heels,” a ladieshave gotten just one more lap!
only Driver Education event at a police afternoon, then more meetings on
Thursday was tour day, and I joined
Sunday. Big thanks to Joe and Nancy
track in Golden. Everyone had a lot
about 40 other cars for a driving tour
Warren of RMR, who helped with
of fun, and I was impressed to see 2
to Mackinac Island. We boarded a
the sign-ups for the Michelin Drive &
Novice groups of drivers—part of the
ferry to the island and had a wonder60 drivers that day. The weather coop- Compare event that Jo Martin and I
were co-chairing. United Airlines had ful lunch at the Grand Hotel. The
erated, and a notable event occurred
landscaping around town and the
insisted that Jo stay in Chicago Saturwhen a fawn was born right near the
surrounding streets was absolutely
day night, which made it impossible
track. The EMTs carefully wrapped
beautiful with all of the flowers and
for her to be at registration first thing
the fawn in a blanket and moved it
greenery.
in the morning.
well away from the track. After the
I took the Tech Quiz on Friday and
All day Monday and Tuesday, Jo and
event, everyone gathered at a local
then attended some tech sessions
I were very busy with our event, as
watering hole for “beer-thirty.”
in the afternoon. Although I
The next day, I went to
did better in this Tech Quiz
another annual RMR event:
than I’ve done in the past few
the Cerebral Palsy Concours
Congratulations to everyone from
Parades, the competition was
d’Elegance, held at Arapahoe
tough, and I finished near the
Community College. The 30th
Zone 9 who participated in the
bottom of my group!
anniversary of this event—
Saturday was the Parade
founded by RMR members
Parade competitions. You made
Committee after-meeting, then
Tom Scott and Stimson KenZone 9 proud by participating!
the Volunteer Luncheon, then
nedy—also celebrated 65
the Victory Banquet. I had
years of Porsche AG, the 60th
signed up for the Parade of
anniversary of the very first
Cars, but by this day, I was too
Porsche owners’ club, and
tired and instead opted to watch the
hundreds of people wanted to drive
the 50th anniversary of the 911. I got
there early, and that was a good thing, the new 911’s that PCNA had provided action from the side of the road. The
Victory Banquet is always a nice time
to us! But we did get to sneak over to
as the day warmed up quickly. Talk
to see friends one more time, and it
about car-candy-overload! There were the concours, which was held at one
was exciting to see two new Caymans
of the Grand Traverse Resort’s golf
rows and rows of beautiful cars, repcourses. I never get tired of looking at being awarded to the raffle winners.
resenting numerous marques. I was
And Darwin Binek from IMR won the
the results of people spending hours
pleased and surprised to see fellow
trip to Germany!
Roadrunner, Dave Stinchcomb, show- and hours cleaning their cars.
My drive back home was uneventOn Wednesday, I got to the autoing his beautiful Gulf Blue 911.
cross course in time to walk around it ful (thankfully), and I listened to three
The following weekend, I flew to
books on CD for the two days that it
Salt Lake City to be the PCA Observer and develop a strategy. I visited with
took me to drive 1620 miles!
lots of friends and watched the first
at Miller Motorsports Park for InterI want to congratulate everyone
group, then got in my car and ran five
mountain Region’s DE. There were
from Zone 9 who participated in the
laps. Halfway through our session,
about 70 drivers, and the event was
Parade competitions. Even if you
well-run and safe. I enjoyed watching Hans-Peter Porsche and some other
didn’t win an award, you made Zone 9
people from Porsche AG showed up
the run groups get out on the track,
proud by participating!
and impressed everyone with their
plus I had a chance to get to know
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Amazingly light, considering the weight it takes
off your shoulders.
Escape to new realms of performance in the all-new 2013 Boxster. A two-seat tribute to
record-setting roadsters of the past. But like nothing you’ve seen before. With its pushbutton retractable roof and athletic mid-engine balance, the new Boxster connects you to
every subtle nuance of the pavement. And the sheer ecstasy of open roads ahead and open
skies above. Porsche. There is no substitute.

Experience the new 2013 Boxster.

175 East University Parkway
Orem, Utah 84058
(801) 228-0479
www.kengarffporsche.com

Showroom Hours M - F 9:00AM to 7:00PM, Sat 9:00AM to 6:00PM

Kenneth Greenberg #836
1st in Class, GT3R
PCA National

2901 Sheep Lane, Team Garage 301, Tooele, UT 84074

Al Tiley #15
2nd in Class, ST1
NASA Utah Region

Michael Zuieback #2
2nd in Gold Class,
Pirelli GT3 Cup Trophy
USA West

Barry Zekelman #00
Pirelli GT3 Cup Trophy
USA West

Chip Scarlett #08
2nd in Class, SU
NASA Utah Region

Phone: 801.475.9380 Web: www.airpowerracing.com

Mark Brouse #59
1st in Silver Class, Pirelli
GT3 Cup Trophy USA West

Two championships - Three second in class - Countless podium finishes! Way to go and Thanks! See you at the track in 2013 ...

Congratulations to the Air Power drivers and crew for a fantastic 2012 race season!

Located in the paddock at Miller Motorsports Park

